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We studied threshold displacement energies for creating stable Frenkel pairs in silicon using density func-
tional theory molecular dynamics simulations. The average threshold energy over all lattice directions was
found to be 362ST AT2SY ST eV, and thresholds in the directions 100 and 111 were found to be
202SY ST eV and 12.51.5SY ST eV, respectively. Moreover, we found that in most studied lattice direc-
tions, a bond defect complex is formed with a lower threshold than a Frenkel pair. The average threshold
energy for producing either a bond defect or a Frenkel pair was found to be 241ST AT2SY ST eV.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.78.045202 PACS numbers: 61.72.Cc, 02.70.Ns, 61.80.Az
I. INTRODUCTION
The threshold displacement energy of a material Ed is the
minimum recoil energy that a lattice atom needs to become
permanently displaced to an interstitial position, thus form-
ing a stable Frenkel pair.1–3 Ed is the single most fundamen-
tal quantity in determining the primary state of radiation
damage in any material. It can be used to determine directly
the number of defects created by electron irradiation, and in
many models it is used to estimate the number of defects
created by high-energy ion or neutron irradiation.4,5
Knowing Ed in silicon is essential not only for the obvious
applications of the material in the manufacturing of semicon-
ductor devices,6,7 but also because of contexts such as par-
ticle accelerators, where silicon elements in detectors are ex-
posed to extensive hadron damage.8 In spite of this vast
technological interest in the quantity and its extensive study
during the last few decades,9–17 Ed is poorly known in the
material. Experimental methods show a widely varying scale
of results for Ed in the range of 10–30 eV,9–11,17 and simula-
tions carried out previously using classical potentials show a
similarly wide range of results.12–16 In particular, there is no
established value for Ed,ave
av
, the average threshold displace-
ment energy over all lattice directions,3 which is used, e.g.,
to estimate the total amount of damage produced during ion
implantation or hadron bombardment.
In the current work, we employ density functional
theory18 DFT molecular dynamics MD simulations to
study Ed. DFT methods are known to generally predict
irradiation-related quantities in good agreement with ex-
periment.19,20 Previous quantum-mechanical calculations of
Ed in silicon have focused on a few of the main lattice
directions,21–23 even though it is well known that the average
threshold is often much larger than the values in the principal
directions.2,3
Here, we calculate Ed with SIESTA Ref. 24 over all
lattice directions. We find a global minimum of
12.51.5SY ST eV for Ed, in excellent agreement with
experiment. For the average threshold energy Ed,ave
av,FP for
exact definition see Ref. 3 we find the value
362ST AT2SY ST eV, which is clearly higher than even
the highest commonly used values for the quantity. For most
of the studied directions, the bond defect complex25–27 is
created with a lower threshold energy than a Frenkel pair. We
thus additionally report an average threshold energy Ed,ave
av,BD/FP
of 241ST AT2SY ST eV for creating either a bond defect
or a Frenkel pair.
II. METHOD
Determining Ed in a specific direction consists of simulat-
ing recoils in that direction with increasing energy until a
permanent defect is obtained.3 Obtaining a reliable value for
Ed,ave
av demands the determination of Ed in a number of ran-
domly selected lattice directions, and therefore involves
simulating a large number of individual recoil events in the
lattice. Since DFT MD calculations are extremely heavy
computationally, it was necessary to perform optimization of
the simulation parameters in preparation for the task of de-
termining Ed,ave
av
. Fast classical interatomic potentials were
first used to optimize the general simulation conditions, and
then defect formation energies for the various types of basic
point defects were calculated for optimizing the DFT param-
eters. The classical simulations were performed using the
PARCAS Ref. 28 simulation code with the Tersoff Ref.
29 and Stillinger-Weber Ref. 30 potentials, and the DFT
MD was done using SIESTA as a force module to PARCAS.
The classical simulations were aimed at finding the mini-
mum necessary size of the system and the minimum time
that the simulation of one recoil event must encompass for
producing reliable results. To optimize the system size, Ed,ave
av
was calculated with a decreasing number of atoms in a cu-
bical simulation cell, starting with 4096 atoms and ending at
64 atoms. Periodic boundary conditions and an initial tem-
perature of 0 K were employed with all simulations through-
out the work. Ed,ave
av was found to diverge with both potentials
at a cell size of about 100 atoms, and so the iteration was
continued by considering noncubical simulation cells some-
what larger than this limit. The Stillinger-Weber potential
gave a higher value for Ed,ave
av than Tersoff, and thus de-
manded a larger cell for reliable calculations than the latter
potential. Hence, the finer iteration was completed using the
Stillinger-Weber potential, and it was deduced that a simula-
tion cell of 144 atoms with the z axis of the unit cell oriented
in the 111 direction was the smallest suitable system for the
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task of determining Ed,ave
av
. Additionally, the symmetry of the
diamond lattice was exploited by choosing recoil directions
only in the positive octant of the standard unit cell for the
atoms of both sublattices. Using the Stillinger-Weber poten-
tial, the largest cell size of 4096 yielded a value of
30.80.8ST AT eV for Ed,ave
av
, and thus the value of
29.10.7ST AT eV given by the cell of 144 atoms implied a
systematic error of 1.7 eV in any determination of Ed,ave
av
by DFT using the latter cell.
Different cooling methods for the periodic cell were also
considered during the course of these initial simulations.
Cooling the cell uniformly by Berendsen temperature
scaling31 with a time constant of 300 fs after 200 fs of the
simulation had elapsed was found to be a method which did
not significantly affect the result for Ed,ave
av when compared to
systems of larger sizes with border cooling only. The mini-
mum necessary simulation time was then determined by cal-
culating Ed,ave
av with the 144 atom cell with a decreasing simu-
lation time starting from the 10 000 fs used thus far and
ending at 500 fs. It was found that a simulation time of 3000
fs is comfortably long for labeling the defects stable. The
results for the scaling of the cell size and the scaling of the
simulation time are presented in Fig. 1.
The scaling of the DFT parameters was aimed at finding
the computationally lightest possible parameter sets that
would still provide good formation energies of the basic
types of point defects in the lattice, in both the local-density
approximation LDA and the generalized gradient approxi-
mation GGA for the exchange and correlation energies. It
was hoped that calculations of Ed within the GGA scheme
would provide confirmation for calculations within the LDA
scheme, which would be used for the heavy task of deter-
mining Ed,ave
av
. Defect formation energies were considered an
obvious test for the system, as the formation energy is a
fundamental and much studied quantity in describing the en-
tities which are the very object of the work. The varied pa-
rameters for the defect calculations were the LCAO basis set,
the k-point sampling, and the equivalent plane-wave cutoff
energy. The basis was varied between the single-zeta and
double-zeta sets and each with polarization orbitals included,
respectively. The number of k points was scanned between a
number of 18 and 4 points, and the single  point. The
equivalent plane-wave cutoff energy was varied between
50.0 to 300.0 Ry.
The defect formation energy is defined as
Ef = EdNd − EuNuNd, 1
where Ed and Nd are the potential energy and number of
atoms in the defect cell, and Eu and Nu are the same in a
defect-free cell.32 For each tested set of parameters, the lat-
tice constant of the cell was first relaxed. This was then
followed by the relaxation of the structures of the dumbbell
or split-110 interstitial, the hexagonal interstitial, the tetra-
hedral interstitial, and the vacancy within a cell of the equi-
librium lattice constant, using the conjugate gradient method.
From these static calculations, it was found that only param-
eter sets utilizing the single-zeta basis could be considered in
terms of computation times. Two such single-zeta sets, one
within the LDA and one within the GGA approximation,
were chosen for the molecular dynamics runs to come. Four
k points, a cutoff energy of 100.0 Ry, and the Ceperley-Alder
exchange-correlation functional were used for the LDA set,
and four k points, a cutoff energy of 250.0 Ry, and the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional
were used for the GGA set. Tables I and II present the for-
mation energies of the basic point defects for the LDA and
the GGA set, respectively, as a function of the number of k
points that were used in sampling the Brillouin zone BZ. It
can be seen that the interstitial formation energies converge
well, but there is a slight discrepancy in the vacancy forma-
tion energy for both sets. The formation energies of the
aforementioned defects as well as results from other DFT
studies are presented in Table III. Additionally, the ground-
state Frenkel pair, which was found to consist of a tetrahedral
interstitial and a close vacancy, and the bond defect, are in-
cluded. In the LDA set, the hexagonal interstitial was not
stable with respect to the relaxation, and instead relaxed to-
ward a split configuration. There is considerable uncertainty
TABLE I. Formation energies of the basic point defects in eV
calculated within the chosen LDA scheme see text as a function of
the number of k points used in sampling the BZ. The values are
missing for those defects that were not stable with respect to the
conjugate gradient relaxation.
No. of
k points Split 110 Hexagonal Tetrahedral Vacancy
 4.0 - - 2.8
4 4.7 - 5.7 3.4
18 4.7 5.4 5.6 3.2
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FIG. 1. Results for the scaling of the simulation cell size by
calculating Ed,ave
av with a simulation cell of a decreasing number of
atoms using the Stillinger-Weber potential. Ed,ave
av was found to di-
verge at a cell size below 100 atoms, and so the iteration was
further continued with noncubical cells somewhat larger than this
limit. Scaling of the simulation time is presented in the inset figure.
It was found that 3000 fs is a comfortably long simulation time for
labeling the defects stable.
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about the interstitial formation energies. Our values are
somewhat larger than those obtained in other recent studies,
but the order in energy is similar.25,33,35 In particular, most
studies indicate that the dumbbell is the ground state, in
agreement with our result.27,34 The present results for inter-
stitial formation energies conform to some of the earliest
DFT calculations of point defects in silicon, where the tetra-
hedral and hexagonal interstitials were found to have forma-
tion energies of 5 to 6 eV and 4 to 5 eV, respectively.35–38
The formation enthalpy of a Frenkel pair consisting of a
tetrahedral interstitial and a vacancy was recently found to be
lower than that of the corresponding pair with a dumbbell
interstitial, the dumbbell however being the isolated ground-
state interstitial, as is the case here.39
Finally, as a separate test for the used Troullier-Martins
pseudopotential, the potential energy of the silicon dimer
was computed for distances of r=0.8 to 10 Å within the
LDA and GGA schemes and compared to all-electron calcu-
lations. The result was that reliable calculations could be
performed up to energies of at least 100 eV,40 which should
easily suffice for calculations of Ed in any lattice direction.
After the tests were finalized, Ed was calculated for a total
of 80 random directions for atoms of both sublattices within
the LDA scheme, and for 20 random directions within the
GGA scheme. Additionally, Ed was calculated for the lattice
directions 111 and 100.
III. RESULTS
The results for the threshold displacement energies calcu-
lated within the LDA and GGA schemes are presented in
Table IV. A large number of bond defects was observed
throughout the simulations, which somewhat complicated the
determination of the global minimum as well as the average
threshold energy. The results for the directions 111 and
100 given above are the threshold energies required for
producing a defect of any type in those directions, either a
Frenkel pair or a bond defect, and in these directions the
lower threshold energy was for the Frenkel pair. However,
bond defects were observed for a recoil energy as low as 12
eV in some random directions, and hence we determined an
average threshold energy Ed,ave
av,BD/FP for producing either a
bond defect or a Frenkel pair in addition to the average
threshold energy for producing a Frenkel pair, Ed,ave
av,FP
.
We obtained values of 362ST AT2SY ST and
354ST AT2SY ST eV for Ed,ave
av,FP within the LDA and GGA
schemes, respectively, and 241ST AT2SY ST and
232ST AT2SY ST eV for Ed,ave
av,BD/FP
. The LDA and GGA
values are sufficiently close for the LDA values, computed
from a greater number of directions, to be considered statis-
tically reliable. In the 111 direction, we found a value of
12.5 eV for Ed
FP
, the threshold energy for producing Frenkel
pairs, and since no value lower than 12.5 eV for Ed
FP was
obtained in any of the directions studied throughout the
simulations, we take 12.5 eV to be the global minimum of
Ed
FP
. This is in excellent agreement with the experimental
findings that Frenkel pair production in the 111 direction of
the silicon lattice is greater than in the other two main lattice
directions, 100 and 110.11,42
For both the GGA and LDA runs, the tetrahedral intersti-
tial type accounts for about 75% of all the Frenkel pair end
state configurations, which is consistent with the finding that
the ground-state Frenkel pair includes a tetrahedral intersti-
tial. The typical formation kinetics of this type of Frenkel
pair invoke a replacement collision chain of the atoms in the
111 direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, atom 1 is given
an initial recoil of 15 eV in the 111 direction directly to-
ward atom 2, which results in atom 2 being pushed forward
from its site and atom 1 rebounding backward. Atom 2 con-
TABLE II. Formation energies of the basic point defects in eV
calculated within the chosen GGA scheme see text as a function
of the number of k points used in sampling the BZ. The calculation
of the formation energy of the vacancy using only the  point failed
to converge.
No. of
k points Split 110 Hexagonal Tetrahedral Vacancy
 4.3 4.3 4.8 -
4 4.9 5.6 5.8 3.9
18 4.9 5.6 5.8 3.6
TABLE III. Formation energies of the basic point defects in eV
calculated within the chosen LDA and GGA schemes, and results
from other DFT studies. The ground-state Frenkel pair for our cal-
culations consists of a tetrahedral interstitial and a vacancy with a
distance of 4.7 Å between them. No formation energy for this de-
fect was found in the literature.
Defect LDA GGA Other studies
Split 110 4.7 4.9 2.88–3.8425,27,33,34
Hexagonal - 5.6 2.87–3.8025,27,33,34
Tetrahedral 5.7 5.8 3.43–5.133,25
Vacancy 3.4 3.9 3.17–3.6525,27,34,41
Frenkel pair 6.8 7.5 -
Bond defect 2.6 3.0 2.34–2.8027,34
TABLE IV. Threshold displacement energies in eV calculated
within the LDA and GGA schemes. The energy step size was 1 eV
for the direction specific thresholds, implying an error of 0.5 eV
in addition to the systematic error of 1.0 eV resulting from the
scaling of the cell size. For the averages, the error consists of the
statistical standard error and the systematic error of 2 eV result-
ing from the scaling of the cell size. A and B denote the closed and
open 111 directions, respectively.
LDA GGA
111A 14.51.5SY ST 14.51.5SY ST
111B 12.51.5SY ST 12.51.5SY ST
100 20.51.5SY ST 19.51.5SY ST
Ed,ave
av,FP 362ST AT2SY ST 354ST AT2SY ST
Ed,ave
av,BD/FP 241ST AT2SY ST 232ST AT2SY ST
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tinues in the 111 direction until it settles into a tetrahedral
interstitial position, and a vacancy is left behind at the origi-
nal site of the atom. The second type of observed end state
interstitial is the dumbbell state, which was observed for
15% of all Frenkel pair end states. The remaining 10% of
Frenkel pair end states are characterized by a small cluster of
vacancies and interstitials, instead of clearly separable point
defects. In some 60% of all the directions studied, a bond
defect complex was created with a lower threshold energy
than a Frenkel pair. This is to be expected, as the formation
energy of this defect was found to be considerably lower
than that of the Frenkel pair.
IV. DISCUSSION
The result of 12.51.5SY ST eV for the global minimum
of Ed
FP is in excellent agreement with the experimental value
of 12.90.6 eV obtained by Loferski and Rappaport9 for
the onset of damage in silicon under electron irradiation.
Additionally, our result of 202SY ST eV for Ed
FP in the
100 direction is in excellent agreement with the frequently
quoted value of 21 eV from a study by Corbett and Watkins10
where the orientation of the electron beam was along a 100
axis. The present results are systematically somewhat higher
but in fair agreement with previous quantum-mechanical cal-
culations by DFT and tight-binding molecular dynamics.22,23
The obtained value of 362ST AT2SY ST eV for Ed,ave
av,FP is
closer to the Stillinger-Weber average of 30.80.8ST AT eV
than the Tersoff average of 18.90.6ST AT eV obtained
with the 4096 atom simulation cells. However, the direc-
tional thresholds of 20.50.5SY ST eV for 111A,
16.50.5SY ST eV for 111B, and 23.50.5SY ST eV for
100 given by the Stillinger-Weber potential greatly over-
shoot the present DFT results with the only fair agreement
being in the 100 direction.
It should be noted, that the bond defect is invisible to
standard experimental techniques,27 and therefore a compari-
son to experiment of our results concerning bond defects
cannot be made at the present. However, our observation of
large numbers of bond defects is in excellent agreement with
the very recent experimental deduction that the bond defect
plays a significant role in the amorphization of silicon.44
Values used for Ed,ave
av,FP in the radiation effects and material
damage community appear in the range of 13 to 25 eV.8,45–47
The common usage of 13 and 15 eV for the value of the
parameter is highly inappropriate, as from our simulations it
is clear that the actual value is over a factor of two higher.
For example, the usage of 36 eV in place of these two lower
values in the widely used Kinchin-Pease model4 results in
the direct scaling of the number of defects created by an
energetic ion by more than a factor of two. As another ex-
ample, the SRIM2003 code46 based on the BCA approxima-
tion gives the number of vacancies created by a 10 keV Si
implantation of Si as 273, 238, and 101 for the values of 13,
15, and 36 eV for Ed,ave
av,FP
, respectively. Even the highest com-
munity value of 25 eV appears too low an average threshold
displacement energy as input for a radiation damage model.
Finally, we note that the current data spanning all lattice
directions could also be used in crystal BCA codes such as
MARLOWE Ref. 48 as input for direction specific thresh-
old displacement energies.
FIG. 2. Color Illustration Ref. 43 of the electron density in a 11¯0 plane around a replacement collision sequence that is typically
observed for recoils in the 111 direction resulting in a close Frenkel pair. Atom 1 is initially given a recoil in the 111 direction, which
results in atom 2 falling into a tetrahedral interstitial position, leaving a vacancy behind at its original lattice site. Red indicates low electron
density.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, using DFT molecular dynamics simulations,
we have determined the average threshold displacement
energy for creating Frenkel pairs in silicon to be
362ST AT2SY ST eV. The global minimum of the thresh-
old displacement energy was found to be 12.5
1.5SY ST eV, in the 111 direction, which is in excellent
agreement with experiment. Our results show that Ed,ave
av,FP is
clearly higher than the values used commonly in ion irradia-
tion damage models. We find additionally, that a bond defect
complex is formed in most lattice directions with a lower
threshold energy than a Frenkel pair.
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